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T

hese days, all clinical trials should be
reported using the CONSORT guidelines1
(table 1); indeed JNNP recommends this in
its instructions for authors. However, not all
trials are reported in this way, and many
journals do not insist on it. Thus some trials
may have been carried out adequately but
reported inadequately, while others have been
carried out inadequately. Our aim in this article
is to guide clinicians in what to look for in a
report of a randomised controlled trial (RCT), so
they can assess whether the trial was done
adequately; we do not intend it to be a guide on
how to do an RCT, as there are many such guides
available.2
The two crucial principles in clinical research
are to minimise bias and to increase precision. If
a study is not designed with these two principles
in mind, no amount of analysis will sort them
out. We will discuss some of the major biases to
look out for, issues related to precision, and some
other aspects of statistical analysis.

BIAS
Bias is any departure of results from the truth.
An RCT is less susceptible to bias than other
study designs for assessing therapeutic interventions. However, just because a study is randomised does not mean it is unbiased. There are at
least seven important potential sources of bias in
RCTs, which are discussed below. When assessing bias, it is important to consider its magnitude
as well as its direction. Trials that have shown
large treatment effects may still be positive after
a small bias has been accounted for.
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Poor allocation concealment
In a good trial, the treatment allocation is
concealed during the randomisation procedure.
In other words, at the time a clinician randomises a patient they will have no idea what the
next treatment allocation is going to be. If
allocation is concealed, it is not possible for a
clinician to avoid a particular treatment allocation for a particular patient. For example,
consider an RCT of surgical support stockings
versus no treatment to prevent deep venous
thrombosis after stroke. Say an incontinent
patient arrives and the nurse is considering
randomising. The nurse has access to the
randomisation list and knows that the next
random allocation is ‘‘stockings’’. Stockings on
incontinent patients are a lot of work, as they
need regular changing and washing, so the nurse
chooses not to randomise the patient. Because
incontinence is linked to stroke severity, in the
long run this practice would cause the ‘‘stock-

ings’’ arm of the trial to contain less severe
strokes than the ‘‘no stockings’’ arm, which
could bias the results of the trial, even though
treatment allocation was randomised.
Good methods of allocation concealment
include sequentially numbered, opaque, sealed
envelopes; tamper-proof, sequentially numbered
containers; pharmacy controlled lists; and telephone, fax, email, or internet contact with a
central randomisation office.3 4
Imbalance in baseline prognostic variables
In all trials, methods should be used to make
sure that the treatment groups are as similar as
possible. For example, there has been controversy over the results of the National Institute of
Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS) trial
of thrombolysis for acute ischaemic stroke5
because the patients in the recombinant tissue
plasminogen activator (rt-PA) group had less
severe strokes than those in the control group,6
even though they were randomised. As less
severe patients would be expected to have better
outcomes than more severe patients, the trial
results may have been biased in favour of rt-PA.
The trialists adjusted for the imbalance in baseline severity in the analysis, but if the treatment
groups had been comparable to start with, the
arguments would not have arisen.
In a very large trial, randomisation should
ensure that the treatment groups are balanced,
but in small trials, imbalance can and does occur.
Thus in smaller trials stratification is often used
to increase the comparability of the treatment
groups. Stratification ensures that roughly equal
numbers of participants with a particular prognostic characteristic (perhaps age, or disease
severity) will be allocated to each treatment
group. It involves using separate randomisation
lists for each prognostic subgroup (for example,
for age ,80 and age >80).7. It has been
recommended8 that trials seeking to demonstrate
the superiority of one treatment over another
should consider stratifying randomisation when
the overall sample size is small (for example,
,200 patients per treatment arm for a dichotomous outcome), or when interim analyses are
planned that will involve small sample sizes
(stratification is recommended in all equivalence
trials). The stratification factors must be strongly
related to outcome. Thus in a trial of a treatment
for acute stroke, one would stratify for stroke
severity (which is strongly related to outcome),
but not for sex (which is only weakly associated
with outcome). In practice, it is probably more
important that the reader can see that the
treatment arms are balanced with respect to
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Paper section and topic

Description

Title and
abstract

How participants were allocated to interventions (for example,
‘‘random allocation,’’ ‘‘randomised,’’ or ‘‘randomly
assigned’’).
Scientific background and explanation of rationale.
Eligibility criteria for participants and the settings and locations
where the data were collected.
Precise details of the interventions intended for each group
and how and when they were actually administered.
Specific objectives and hypotheses.
Clearly defined primary and secondary outcome measures
and, when applicable, any methods used to enhance the
quality of measurements (for example, multiple observations,
training of assessors).
How sample size was determined and, when applicable,
explanation of any interim analyses and stopping rules.
Method used to generate the random allocation sequence,
including details of any restriction (for example, blocking,
stratification).
Method used to implement the random allocation sequence.
(for example, numbered containers or central telephone),
clarifying whether the sequence was concealed until
interventions were assigned.
Who generated the allocation sequence, who enrolled
participants, and who assigned participants to their groups.
Whether or not participants, those giving the interventions,
and those assessing the outcomes were blinded to group
assignment. When relevant, how the success of blinding was
evaluated.
Statistical methods used to compare groups for primary
outcome(s); methods for additional analyses, such as
subgroup analyses and adjusted analyses.
Flow of participants through each stage (a diagram is strongly
recommended). Specifically, for each group report the
numbers of participants randomly assigned, receiving
intended treatment, completing the study protocol, and
analysed for the primary outcome. Describe protocol
deviations from study as planned, together with reasons.
Dates defining the periods of recruitment and follow up
Baseline demographic and clinical characteristics of each
group.
Number of participants (denominator) in each group included
in each analysis and whether the analysis was by ‘‘intention to
treat’’ . State the results in absolute numbers when feasible (for
example, 10/20, not 50%).
For each primary and secondary outcome, a summary of
results for each group, and the estimated effect size and its
precision (for example, 95% confidence interval).
Address multiplicity by reporting any other analyses
undertaken, including subgroup analyses and adjusted
analyses, indicating those prespecified and those exploratory.
All important adverse events or side effects in each
intervention group.
Interpretation of the results, taking into account study
hypotheses, sources of potential bias or imprecision, and the
dangers associated with multiplicity of analyses and outcomes.
Generalisability (external validity) of the trial findings.
General interpretation of the results in the context of current
evidence.

Introduction
Methods

Background
Participants
Interventions
Objectives
Outcomes

Sample size
Randomisation – sequence
generation
Randomisation – allocation
concealment

Randomisation – implementation
Blinding (masking)

Statistical methods

Results

Participant flow

Recruitment
Baseline data
Numbers analysed

Outcomes and estimation

Ancillary analyses

Adverse events
Discussion

Interpretation

Generalisability
Overall evidence

important prognostic baseline factors than to know the
details of how this was achieved, although it is generally
recommended that the stratification variables are presented
in trial reports.1

Unblinding and no blinding
If anyone involved in a trial is aware of the allocated
treatment, this may affect their judgement. In the Canadian
cooperative trial of cyclophosphamide and plasma exchange
in multiple sclerosis, neither of the active treatment groups
was shown to be superior to placebo when the outcomes were
blindly assessed by neurologists.9 However, in unblinded
outcome assessment by neurologists there was an apparent
treatment effect in one of the treatment groups. Trials can be
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designed so that the patient, the treatment team, the
outcome assessor, and even the trial statistician and any
data monitoring committee are all blinded to the allocated
treatment. However, it may be impossible to blind the
administering clinician to treatment allocation, particularly
in trials of interventions such as surgery or physiotherapy.
Blinding can even be difficult in some placebo controlled
drug trials; for instance, intravenous rt-PA often causes
bruising at the injection site. Probably the most important
thing is for the person who assesses the primary outcome to
be blinded to treatment allocation.
In general, the more blinding that is achieved, the less
biased the trial results should be. It is worth noting that there
is no single definition of the phrase ‘‘double blind’’, so trial
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Table 1 Checklist of items to include when reporting a randomised trial (from the
CONSORT statement)

How to spot bias and other potential problems in RCTs

Missing data
In general, the more information from randomised patients
that is missing, the more wary one should be of the trial
results. For example, in a trial of a drug to prevent severe
depression which actually works, more patients in the
placebo group would become depressed. These would be
more likely to stop taking a treatment that did not seem to
work, and also to default from attending follow up
appointments. If the results of those patients were missing
from the final analysis, it would make the placebo group
results look better than they actually were; at worst, it might
then appear that the treatment was not working at all, or at
best that it was working less well than was really the case. In
the presence of much missing data, one never really knows
what the true treatment effect is.
There are some circumstances when the exclusion of
patients does not bias the results.11 For instance, it is
allowable to exclude the data of a few ineligible patients
who were mistakenly randomised into a trial because of
human error. However, one must be sure that treatment is
not potentially harmful for the ineligible patients, so it would
not be appropriate to exclude patients with primary
intracerebral haemorrhage who were inadvertently randomised into a trial of thrombolytic therapy. One must also be
sure that the study results will not be applied to the ineligible
patients. For instance, if an acute stroke treatment was to be
given before computed tomography was done, then a few
people with brain tumours would receive the treatment. Thus
it would not be appropriate to exclude such patients from the
analysis of a trial in which they had been inadvertently
randomised.
Although excluding patients from the analysis in some
circumstances does not bias the results, if many patients were
excluded from a trial, one should question the quality of the
trial design and execution. It should certainly be clearly
described why any data are missing, and what effect this may
have had on the results.
One way that trials can minimise the problem of missing
patient information is to use central randomisation and
follow up. For example, the FOOD trial12 is a family of three
RCTs of feeding after stroke that uses this system. Baseline
data are collected during a randomisation phone call before
randomisation actually happens, and so are 100% complete.
The central office follows up all randomised patients, and in
February 2001, of 3012 patients randomised, only 10 had
permanently missing primary outcome data.
Lack of intention to treat analysis
Intention to treat means that patients are analysed in the
treatment group they were randomised to, whatever happens
later. Some trials analyse the data using an on-treatment
analysis where patients are only analysed if they received the
treatment they were randomised to. An intention to treat
analysis preserves the randomisation process. It has the
advantage of being more like standard clinical practice
(where patients will start on other treatments if the first
treatment they are given does not agree with them, or they
may choose not to take any treatment at all). It also takes
care of unexpected adverse events (patients cannot ‘‘drop
out’’ of the trial analysis if they have an adverse effect of
treatment) and is less open to fraud (the trialists cannot
exclude any patients who did not achieve the hoped-for
outcome).
Figure 1 shows an example of how an on-treatment
analysis can cause bias in practice. Patients with carotid
transient ischaemic attacks are randomised to receive either
carotid surgery or no surgery. If there is a delay of a few days

between randomisation and surgery, patients may have a
primary outcome event (in this case a stroke) after
randomisation but before the surgery is done. In the surgery
group, patients who suffer a severe stroke or die will not
receive surgery (and would therefore be removed from the
on-treatment analysis). However, in the no surgery group, if
patients have a stroke or die within a few days of
randomisation, they will have received their allocated
treatment (no surgery) and would therefore be counted in
the on-treatment analysis. The omission of early strokes from
the surgery group would cause fewer strokes to be counted in
the surgery arm, and therefore the on-treatment analysis
would be biased in favour of surgery. The intention to treat
analysis includes all patients and is therefore unbiased.
Counting death as a good outcome
It is important when reading a trial report to consider how
death has been analysed and what effect this may have had
on the results. For instance, the trial may measure the
proportion of patients who were disabled at follow up, using
all patients randomised as the denominator. In this case, the
trial is really comparing the proportion of patients who were
alive and disabled at follow up to the proportion of patients
who were not disabled at follow up, and this latter group
includes both those who were alive and not disabled, and
those who were dead. Thus death has been included as a
good outcome. It would be more sensible to measure the
proportion of patients who were alive and not disabled at
follow up.13
Competing interests
It has been shown that research funded by pharmaceutical
companies is more likely to have outcomes favouring the
sponsor than research funded from other sources.14 15
Pharmaceutical company research is certainly not of poorer
quality than other research, but the companies may have a
tendency not to publish unfavourable results. The number of
industry sponsored trials in stroke is increasing,16 so this
problem is not going to go away, but there are now guidelines
on the relation between sponsors and investigators that may
improve the situation.17

PRECISION
A treatment effect estimate is precise when the confidence
interval around it is very tight, and we are therefore confident
about its magnitude.
Size of trials
Larger trials provide more precise estimates of treatment
effects than small trials, and they may allow a few sensible
and predefined subgroup analyses 18. Small trials, with wide
confidence intervals around their estimates of treatment
effect, are clinically uninformative (although they may add to
an existing meta-analysis or generate enthusiasm to do
further bigger trials).
Trials that use continuous outcome measures (for example,
blood pressure or time taken to walk 10 metres) generally
have greater precision than trials of the same size that use
binary outcome measures (for example, dead versus alive,
hypertensive versus not). However, with continuous outcome
measures there may be more of a problem with missing data,
and it may be unclear how to score dead patients.
RCTs that measure the outcomes that really matter to
patients (such as death or dependency) often require large
numbers of patients to be followed up for long periods.19 20 To
reduce the size of the trial, some trialists use surrogate
outcomes. For instance, to investigate whether a neuroprotective drug reduces death and dependency after stroke, one
would probably have to randomise thousands of patients,
which would take several years. If one used the size of the
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infarct on magnetic resonance imaging 48 hours posttreatment as a surrogate marker for efficacy, one could
substantially reduce the size and duration of the trial. This
would mean that a new treatment could be proved
efficacious and licensed much earlier, and so benefit
many more patients. However, such surrogate outcomes
often do not prove to be effective substitutes for the true
clinical outcome.19 One of the reasons for this failure may
be that the surrogate marker and the clinical outcome are
on different causal pathways. Alternatively, several
independent processes may cause the disease, only one of
which involves the surrogate marker.20 For instance, the
early ‘‘inflammatory’’ stage of multiple sclerosis may be
detected on magnetic resonance imaging, but this does not
necessarily relate to progression of the disease or later
disability. Thus if a trial used this evidence from MRI as a
surrogate marker of clinical outcome in multiple sclerosis, it
would only show the effects of treatment on the early
inflammatory lesions.

Power versus confidence intervals
The concept of power is very important when designing a
study. Assume that a drug reduces the absolute risk of having
a stroke by 10%. If a trial to measure this treatment effect was
repeated over and over, it would sometimes estimate it to be
greater than 10% and sometimes less than 10%. In some of
the trials, the estimated treatment effect would be so small
that the result would be statistically non-significant (as the
confidence interval for the estimate of the treatment effect
would overlap ‘‘no effect’’). If the trial is designed to have
80% power, then, if the treatment effect truly exists, if the
trial was repeated 100 times a statistically significant
treatment effect would be found in 80 of them. So one in
every five trials would falsely show a non-statistically
significant result.
However, although this is an essential concept when
designing a trial, once a trial has been completed it is more
important to concentrate on the width of the confidence
interval around the treatment effect than on the power
itself.21 When the study was designed, the power calculation was based on a guess at what the treatment effect
might be. After the study is completed, the result is known
and it makes no sense to use prestudy guesses to interpret
the result. The confidence interval around the treatment
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effect is based on the actual trial result, and this is what
really counts.

Early stopping
Some trials are planned to be large, but they end up small
because they are stopped early owing to an apparently huge
beneficial effect or a harmful effect. The results of such trials
should be treated with some scepticism, because if they had
been allowed to continue, the final estimated treatment effect
may well have been much smaller.22 In the initial stages of a
trial, the treatment effect tends to zig and zag through some
quite extreme values before settling down, and thus trials
that stop early may just have stopped on one of the random
highs or lows in the treatment effect estimate. Of course,
there may be ethical reasons why a trial has to stop because
of early unexpected harmful effects. However, for some
treatments (such as thrombolysis for acute stroke) and for
many surgical interventions, the trial data monitoring
committee should have carefully considered the possibility
that any early harm may be outweighed by later benefit.
‘‘Absence of evidence’’ and ‘‘evidence of absence’’
Care should be taken in the interpretation of non-statistically
significant results. It is quite common for investigators to
confuse ‘‘absence of evidence of effectiveness’’ with ‘‘evidence of absence of effectiveness.’’ Take, for example, a trial
examining the effect of a drug on death or dependency after
stroke. Nine of 20 patients treated with the drug are dead or
dependent at follow up compared with 10 of 20 untreated
patients, giving a p value of 0.8. However, although the point
estimate for the absolute treatment effect is 5% (10/20 minus
9/20), the 95% confidence interval for the difference in
proportions runs from 224% to +33%. It is therefore quite
plausible that the treatment could cause great harm, or great
benefit. Thus the conclusion of this trial is that we do not
know whether the drug works, and we would need to do a
larger trial to find out.
To assess ‘‘evidence of absence of effectiveness,’’ a trial
needs to be designed as an equivalence trial. RCTs cannot
prove that two treatments are of identical efficacy, but they
can prove that two treatments are of similar efficacy.23 In
equivalence trials, trialists need to prespecify what they mean
by clinical equivalence. Usually a range of equivalence for the
treatment difference is defined such that any value within
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Figure 1 An example from a carotid surgery trial showing how an intention to treat analysis is less biased than an on-treatment analysis. An ontreatment analysis compares group 2 with groups 3 and 4. The omission of group 1 will cause fewer strokes to be counted in the surgery arm, and
therefore this analysis will be biased in favour of surgery. An intention to treat analysis compares groups 1 and 2 with groups 3 and 4, thus including all
strokes.
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whether or not there has been stratification for the baseline
variable in the randomisation process. When reading a trial
report, one should be most convinced when both adjusted
and unadjusted analyses are presented and agree with one
another.

ANALYSIS AND INFERENCES

Subgroups and multiple testing
A report of an RCT will often contain at least one subgroup
analysis, such as the treatment effect in young versus old
patients. Although there are many guidelines on appropriate
ways to do such analyses, inappropriate analyses are still
frequently presented.29
In fig 2, the effect of aspirin in male and female subjects
from the Canadian cooperative study group30 is shown—a
landmark trial in its time. The results in fig 2 are shown in a
forest plot,31 which is a convenient way of presenting
subgroup analysis results. In male subjects, the effect of
aspirin was statistically significant, and in female subjects it
was not. However, this method of inspection of subgroup p
values is incorrect. If one group has more subjects (as in this
case, where there are twice as many men in the trial as
women), then it is far more likely to have a significant p
value, and this has nothing to do with the magnitude of the
treatment effect in that group. The correct way to do a
subgroup analysis is to compare the size of the treatment
effect in one subgroup with the size of the treatment effect in
the other.32 In this case, the correct p value is 0.008, which is
statistically significant. However, this really shows the
dangers of subgroup analysis, because this one was not
prespecified, was not biologically plausible, and was later
proved wrong by the antiplatelet trialists’ collaboration metaanalysis.33
If one examines the effects of treatment in 20 subgroups in
an RCT, one will obtain, on average, one spurious false
positive result at p = 0.05 just by chance. This is more likely
than the chance of rolling two sixes with a pair of dice, which
happens with a probability of 0.028. Sometimes spurious
subgroup results can be dramatic.34 If inappropriate subgroup
analyses have been done (such as inspection of subgroup p
values), the number of false positive results could increase
drastically.29 If many subgroup analyses are shown, it is quite
likely that a couple of ‘‘statistically significant’’ subgroup
effects will occur, but this does not mean that they are
clinically meaningful. The ISIS 2 trial35 showed that aspirin
was less beneficial to people born under the star sign of
Gemini or Libra than other star signs, which puts the results
of the other subgroup analyses into perspective. If only a few
subgroup analyses are shown (possibly spread over several
publications from the same trial) but they are all statistically
significant, one should be very cautious about their interpretation, because the investigator may well have only
presented the statistically significant results, and may have
hidden the hundreds of non-significant results.

Baseline differences
In RCTs, many consider that it is not appropriate to test for
differences in the level of baseline factors between treatment
groups.26 27 In an RCT with two treatment groups, such tests
are testing the hypothesis that the two groups come from the
same population. However, if the randomisation was fair,
then the two groups will certainly have come from the same
population, and one ends up testing whether the randomisation was fair, not whether the two groups had similar
characteristics.26 One should be very wary if no baseline data
are presented at all.
Adjusted versus unadjusted analyses
Results of RCTs can be presented either adjusted or
unadjusted for any differences in baseline prognostic variables. Differences between treatment groups may bias the
results (as explained earlier), and ‘‘adjustment’’ is any
statistical method that alleviates this problem. To understand adjustment, consider the following example. Patients
who suffer strokes of moderate severity generally have
worse outcomes than those of mild severity. In a trial of a
drug in acute stroke, let us assume the proportion of
patients with mild stroke was much higher in the treated
group than in the untreated group. An unadjusted analysis
would overestimate the treatment effect, as the treated
patients were more likely to do well before treatment than
the untreated patients. However, one can calculate the
treatment effect in just the mild patients, and in just the
moderate patients, and then average these two (table 2).
The statistical procedures used to adjust results are often
more complex than this, but they follow the same basic
principle.
When reading a trial report, the unadjusted analyses are
easier to understand, as sometimes the adjusted results
seem to have come out of a statistical ‘‘black box’’ and it is
unclear exactly what has been done. However, adjusted
analyses have statistical advantages in some cases. The key
issue is the correlation between each baseline variable and
outcome.28 If this is high (say .0.5), then adjusting the
analyses for the baseline variable is important. This might
happen, for instance, if the same variable is measured at
baseline and as an outcome after treatment (for example,
measuring blood pressure before and after treatment in a trial
of a blood pressure lowering drug). However, if the
correlation between a baseline variable and outcome is low,
then there is probably no point adjusting for it. These
arguments apply no matter how large the trial is, and

Table 2 Adjusted and unadjusted analyses—a simple example from a hypothetical trial of a treatment for acute stroke where,
for some reason, a greater number of mild patients was randomised to the treatment being tested
All patients

Dead or dependent
Alive and independent
Total

Patients with moderate stroke

Patients with mild stroke

Treated

Untreated

Total

Treated

Untreated

Total

Treated

Untreated

Total

250
750
1000

420
580
1000

670
1330
2000

100
150
250

360
390
750

460
540
1000

150
600
750

60
190
250

210
790
1000

Calculating relative risks of being dead and dependent:
Overall unadjusted treatment effect is 250/10004420/1000 = 0.60
Treatment effect for those with moderate stroke is 100/2504360/750 = 0.83
Treatment effect for those with mild stroke is 150/750460/250 = 0.83
So an overall adjusted treatment effect would be 0.83.
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the range is deemed clinically unimportant.24 When the trial
results are published, to show that two treatments are
equivalent the confidence interval for the treatment effect
must fall wholly within this predefined range of equivalence.25
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The results of subgroup analyses are more believable if
there are only a few subgroups, predefined using biologically
plausible arguments or from an a priori hypothesis generated
from previous studies, from a trial large enough to stand a
good chance of finding statistically significant treatment–
subgroup interactions,27 and best of all, confirmed in a
completely separate RCT. But in general, one should put most
emphasis on the primary result in all patients.
The effect of false positive results from multiple testing
occurs for all analyses, not just subgroup analyses. If the
investigator has analysed 20 different outcomes, it is likely
that one will be statistically significant just by chance.
Sometimes, a trial measures outcome at several time
points, and undertakes a separate analysis at each one.
Again, it is likely that one will be significant just by chance.
Matthews et al describe appropriate methodology for such
situations.36
Unit of analysis
Most of the examples discussed so far have related to
standard two arm parallel group trials—that is, patients are
randomised to one treatment or another, and after a period of
time an outcome is measured on each patient. However, there
are many other types of trial, and when reading a trial report,
it is important to check whether the analysis is appropriate to
the design, or whether the design is appropriate at all. For
instance, crossover trials are used in some areas of medicine.
In these trials each patient receives both treatments, but the
order in which they receive them is randomised. Crossover
trials have the advantage that each patient acts as their own
control. However, they only work in chronic conditions,
where the treatment cannot cure the disease, only alleviate
the symptoms. Thus they might be suitable in migraine, but
not in meningitis.
In most trials, the unit of randomisation and the unit of
analysis are the same. Patients are randomised to treatments,
and then the outcome is measured and analysed at the level
of the patient—that is, the outcome measure is measured
once on each patient (for example, death). However, there
are trials where the unit of randomisation is not the same as
the unit of analysis. In a trial of a drug to reduce the size of
secondary brain tumours, the patient would be randomised,
but if patients had more than one tumour, the outcome
might be recorded at the level of the tumour. The report of
such a trial should describe clearly that the analysis has taken
this design into account. It is important that this is done, as
one would expect the tumours in one patient to behave quite
similarly, thus reducing the variability in the estimate of
treatment effect. Similar problems occur in cluster randomised trials. These are trials where the unit of randomisation
is, for instance, a general practice surgery, or a residential
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home, but where the outcome is measured at the level of the
patient. This design must be taken into account in the
analysis.37
Recurrent events
In some areas of medicine, outcomes tend to be measured in
terms of rates of events. For instance, in multiple sclerosis
one may be interested in the number of relapses that patients
have within a fixed period. Similar data are obtained from
trials examining numbers of epileptic fits or headaches. These
data need to be analysed using appropriate statistical
methods which take account of the fact that some patients
are much more likely to suffer recurrent events than others.38
One should think carefully about what such results actually
mean. In epilepsy, one of 10 patients having 100 fits is rather
different from 10 of 10 patients having 10 fits each. Although
the mean number of fits is 10 in both scenarios, they are
clearly quite different situations.
Adverse events
In addition to considering the efficacy of a treatment, it is
essential to consider safety.39 In the elderly, there can be more
adverse effects of treatments than in the young (such as
postural hypotension and fainting in blood pressure lowering
trials). Even minor adverse events can be important when
considered across large populations. To take an extreme
example, let us assume that it was decided to give the whole
population over the age of 50 a statin to lower their
cholesterol levels, but that in many people this caused them
to have mild numbness in the hands. Such an adverse effect
might not be seen as a problem in a person who was seriously
ill and very likely to suffer a heart attack in the coming year
unless treated. However, in previously healthy people, the
adverse effect would not be accepted, and across a whole
population it could be disastrous. One should be wary of
trials where no adverse effects of treatment are reported, as
there are no magic bullets in medicine. One should also be
wary of trials where the length of follow up has been very
short, as adverse events may only arise after a longer period.
Few RCTs will be big enough to detect rare adverse events,
but small trials will not even be able to detect common
adverse events. In order to detect adverse effects reliably,
effective postmarketing surveillance in large numbers of
patients, or a case–control study, is required.
The assessment of adverse effects is particularly important
in equivalence trials. It is not enough to prove that two
treatments are equivalent in terms of efficacy. A new
treatment must be as safe as, or safer than, the old one
(and if it is not significantly safer than the old treatment then
it should be shown to be cheaper or more convenient).
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Figure 2 The dangers of subgroup analysis: the Canadian cooperative study group 1978—difference in risk of stroke or death in 585 patients with
transient ischaemic attacks or stroke treated long term with aspirin versus no aspirin. n = number of patients with stroke or death; N = total number of
patients randomised. CI, confidence interval.

How to spot bias and other potential problems in RCTs

THE FUTURE
Although in the past the quality of trial reporting has been
poor, it does appear to be improving.16 42 The use of the
CONSORT guidelines1 by more journals will increase quality
further. In the future, let us hope we can be more able to
believe what we read.

CONCLUSIONS
Allocation should be concealed during randomisation.
Outcomes should be defined carefully. Outcome assessors
should be blind to treatment allocation. It should be clear
why missing data are missing. Analyses should be on the
basis of intention to treat. It is worth bearing in mind that
just because a trial says it is ‘‘intention to treat’’ and that
allocation is concealed, it does not mean that these
statements are true. It is important to read a trial report
carefully to make sure that the authors knew the precise
definitions of these terms.
One should be particularly cautious not to overinterpret the
results of subgroup analyses. We all want to find treatments
that work, and we can get very excited when we think we
have found something, but we need to remember that some
things are just too good to be true.
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Generalisability and interpretation
The result of an RCT is only applicable to day to day practice if
the patients included in the trial were similar to those who
would be treated in practice. Thus if a treatment has only
been tested in men aged under 65, it is generally impossible
to know whether it will benefit a 95 year old woman. On
balance, trials with broad inclusion criteria are more
generalisable than those with strict criteria. By examining
the inclusion and exclusion criteria, and the baseline data,
clinicians should consider whether the trial sample is
reasonably representative of the people they wish to treat.40
However, more emphasis should be placed on the overall
outcome of the trial than on the results for one particular
subgroup within the trial.41
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